Abstract. With the development of sensing technologies and popularization of intelligent mobile phone, crowd-sensing has entered the central stage of mobile computing. A huge amount of sensing data collected from all kinds of mobile intelligent terminals form lots of files with different sizes, which need to be effectively data stored method into a file system or a data warehouse. To solve these problems, a hybrid file storage method is designed in the paper, which can support hybrid storage for all kinds of files from sensors of crowd-sensing process by classifying files to big files and small files, and storing these two types of files by different storing and transferring strategies. In addition, a load balancing method of metadata servers based on a genetic algorithm is also proposed to make file storage more adaptive to dynamic changing loads. Finally, experiments have been conducted to verify the effectiveness of storage method for files sensing data designed in the paper.
Introduction
With the development of mobile technologies and Internet of Things (IoT), more and more types of sensors are embedded into the smart phones and other intelligent mobile devices, such as camera, microphone, GPS, acceleration sensor, distance sensor, light sensor [1] - [2] . The number of users are dramatically increasing in recent years. With this development, the crowd-sensing computing has entered the central stage of mobile computing, and has been widely applied in many industrial fields and social services [3] - [8] . In terms of their capacity, every intelligent mobile device, such as mobile phone and tablet, can be used to collect the surrounding information of its user to complete the large scope and complex sensing tasks consciously or unconsciously. These devices form a sensing system closely related to the people's everyday life, which is called crowd-sensing [9] .
There are a wide variety of sensing data collected from crowd-sensing process [10] - [12] , such as pictures, audios, videos, GPS data, distance information, and light intensity. Each type of data has different storage requirements when they are stored as files. Some are big files with more than 100MB to GMB data, such as video file, while some are small files with only hundreds of KB to 10 MB or less data, such as location information. Most of current file systems are specially designed for storing either big files or small files. There two typical types of file systems that are suitable for big files, such as GFS [13] and HDFS [14] . For storage of small files, TFS [15] and Haystack [16] are two typical file systems. Though these file systems have respectively their own advantages for storage of big files or small files, they are not suitable for the data storage under crowd-sensing process because of the diversity of sensing data, so how to store effectively huge amounts of sensing data files with big differences in size in the file system is a fundamental and key problem to the crowd-sensing process and its applications, so this paper proposes a hybrid storage method to resolve this problem.
A Hybrid File Storage Method under Crowd-Sensing Process
After the data are collected from all kinds of sensors in mobile intelligent terminals, they are provided to other applications for further processing, this section will discuss the methods of storing big files, small files, and both big and small files.
Storing Big Files
Those data files of sensors whose size are several hundreds of MB or even more than GB are usually considered as big files. The storing scheme for big files in this paper is to divide each big file into multiples of 64MB data blocks and to distribute these blocks into different data servers. To keep data safe enough, each data block has three redundant copies, and to ensure the data consistency, a writing operation will be successful if and only if all three copies of the data are updated. The information about the number and physical locations of data blocks for a big file is deposited in the metadata servers. When reading a big file from the data server, the client will obtain the physical locations of three copies of the file from metadata server, then the client reads the file randomly from one of three physical data servers. When writing a big file to a data server, client will first communicate with the metadata server to inquire whether the designated data block is full. If it has spaces, then metadata server returns information of the data block to client, otherwise, the metadata server will return a global unique Block ID to the client, and choose three data blocks to store three copies of the big file. When deleting a big file, the file data will be deleted from the corresponding data blocks, and then these data blocks will be linked to the free list for the next data storage request, by which to improve the performance of file system without frequently constructing and deleting data blocks in physical data servers.
Storing Small Files
Other types of common data collected by sensors under crowding-sense environment includes pictures and audio data, whose size are usually between hundreds of KB and tens of MB. We define the files with size being no more than 32MB as small files, they can also be stored in the 64M data blocks, while the storing process is more complex than that of the big files. The information of concrete physical locations of each small file in a data block and size of small files are maintained in an index file, which is stored in data server. The structure of index file for each data block is shown on Fig.1 . In the structure shown in Fig.1 , 'BlockId' field is the ID of a data block, in which the index file is stored. 'FileSumSize' is the total size of all small files in a data block. 'BlockSize' is the total available space of a data block, and it can be used to calculate the empty rate of a data block by combining with the value of 'FileSumSize' field, through which we can determine whether compression is needed when the empty rate reaches a threshold. 'FreeOffset' is the corresponding offset for free space in the index file, and 'indexFileSize' is the size of index file. When the value of 'FreeOffset' equals to the value of 'IndexFileSize', it means there is no empty space to store a new value of 'IndexItem' and needs to increase size of index file. Field of 'IndexItem' is an index item, which consists of several fields, such as 'FileId', the ID of a small file 'Offset', the offset location of the file in a data block, 'Size', the number of bytes in the file, and 'NextOffset', the index for the next 'IndexItem'. 'HashTable' stores search index information for a file, in which the value of 'FileId' is calculated by a Hash function to obtain an integer value, then the integer value is moduled by the size of the entire Hashtable to obtain the corresponding location of 'ListHeadIndex'. 'ListHeadIndex' is the offset for the first 'IndexItem' in the entire index file. 'NextOffset' refers to the next free field of 'IndexItem' in the index file. When reading a small file, firstly, the client communicates with metadata server to obtain values of 'BlockId' and 'FileId', and the information of the three corresponding data server with file copies, and then the client chooses one of them to communicate with and to get the file. Reading requests include certain parameters, such as values of 'BlockId', 'FileId', 'Offset' and 'DataLen'. Data server can find the data block according to the value of 'BlockId', and then searches for the index of the file according to the value of 'FileId', Finally, the client reads file data from data block in terms of index, values of 'Offset' and 'DataLen'.
Two types of writing operations are supported in our method. One is 'Upload' operation which, uploads the entire file. The other is 'Append' operation, which appends new data to the end of the file. When writing data to a file, if the file doesn't exist in the system, an empty data block is selected from the block list to store the new file, otherwise, the information of the data block having the file will be return to the client. After new data are written to the file, the updated file will be buffered in memory, not being written back to data block immediately, till the command of 'flush' or 'close' is invoked. Then, the user can read the updated file from the data block. When a small file is deleted from the data block, there are an empty space left in it, which can form a large amount of gaps or holes on the disk if these empty spaces are not reused. To solve this problem, a background thread in the data server is used to periodically scan the index file of each data block to find the data blocks with empty space rate larger than 50% of the block size, and then it merges the data of these blocks together to create more usable space.
Hybrid Storage of Big Files and Small Files
Based on the aforementioned storage schemes defined separately for big files and small files in the file system, a highly effective hybrid storage method based on the 64M data blocks for both big and small files under the crowd-sensing process can be implemented.
When all kinds of data are collected by mobile terminals, they are uploaded to the data servers, where they are classified into big files and small files according to their initial sizes, and they stored using different storage methods presented above. However, some small files will become larger and larger later when data are continuously added to them, and they change from small files to big files. Thus, it requires the file system to periodically adjust the storages of changed files, which is done by the load balancing process running in the metadata server, and it will periodically check the loads of data server cluster by scanning metadata of each file. When the load balancing process finds those small files whose size have become larger than 32MB, it will inform metadata server to launch a transition process to change the storage mode of each 'small' files. First, the metadata server will set the state of the data block storing the 'small' file as 'Unwritten', and then send the location information of the 'small' file to the corresponding three data servers that has the copy of that 'small' file, to ask them to construct a new data block with the size of 64MB, and transfer the 'small' file to the new data block. If all of three data servers have finished the transferring process and send back acknowledge to the metadata server, the metadata will update the metadata of the transferred 'small' file.
Load Balancing of File System
To make the file system have better capabilities of load balancing, a centralized method is used in this paper, in which a special load balancing server is set up to collect information of loads in every metadata server and to make decision on when and how to do load balancing. To describe the load balancing process well, we first give the definitions of variables to be used. The load balancing server sends requests of getting the load information to all of the metadata servers every 5 seconds. Assume the metadata accessing number on the metadata server i during the 5 seconds of time interval j is Access Cnt ij , and the whole time interval in metadata server i is Interval i , then the loads of metadata server i is Load i , which can be calculated by the formula (1) as follows.
When load balancing server obtains all of the load information from every metadata server, it will calculate the sum value TotalLoads and expected value ExpLoads of all of metadata servers. Then, the values of these two variables can be calculated separately from formula (2) and formula (3)
In this method, a variable named Unbalance is used to measure the unbalanced degrees of loads in metadata servers. The larger the value of it is, the more unbalanced the loads of metadata servers. It can be calculated by the formula (4) as follows.
In addition, we defines a threshold MaxUnbalance as the maximum value of variable Unbalance for deciding when the metadata server needs to perform the load balancing. The initial value of MaxUnbalance is 0.4, which can also be dynamically changed according to the change of actual situation.
Based on the definitions of the variables above, the load balancing server finishes load balancing task by migrating data among metadata severs during every interval to make the value of Unbalance minimum. The process is presented in following:
i. Load balancing server sends a request to each metadata server to obtain load information.
ii. Load balancing server calculates the values of ExpLoads and Unbalance. When Unbalance >MaxUnbalance, the load balancing process is launched.
iii. Metadata servers are classified into two groups named OverMachines group and Undermachines group according to whether their loads are higher than the value of ExpLoads, and then they are sorted in descending order and assigned into two arrays.
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HSFS Experiments
Performance evaluation experiments have been done on a cloud platform called Ali yun, in which two types of servers are used. Type A server is configured with a 4-core processor, 4G memory, and 20G disk for running the OS, while type B server is configured with a 2-core processor, 4G memory, 140 G disk storage space, in which 20G storage space is used for running OS and 120G storage space is used for storing data. There are totally six servers used in experiments, with two type A servers acting as client machines of file system that generate multiple reading and writing threads. One type A server acts as metadata server to realize management of file name and load balancing. Three type B servers form a data server cluster. The peak value of bandwidth provided by Aliyun cloud platform is 2G.
Performance of Accessing of Hybrid Storage
To verify the effectiveness of hybrid storage of big files and small files, we have performed experiments to test separately the performance of reading and writing big and small files at the same time. Experiment for evaluating performance of writing big files and small files in the same time use two client machines. In each of the five tests, we run separately 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 concurrent threads on one client machine and make each thread write 512B small files with 1MB data to data block server cluster. Similarly, we run separately 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 concurrent threads on the other client machine and make each thread write 4 big files with 128MB data to data block server cluster, and the results are shown in Fig.2. From Fig.2 we can see that the throughput of writing big files is the same as those of writing small files in each experiment. They do not influence each other. The processes of experiments for testing the influence of reading big files and small files simultaneously are similar to the writing experiments above. The results can be seen in Fig.3 , which shows that the throughput of reading big files is also the same with those of writing small files in each experiment, and they also do not influence each other either.
Performance of Transferring Small to Big Files
We conduct experiments to test the performance of transferring small files to big files. We have done From the Tab.1 we can see, the speed of writing data into the server cluster with big files are 2 to 3 times faster than writing small files. The reason is, it is excepted that the first 64MB in the N*500MB data are stored in a 64MB data block, and the rest data are stored in multiple 8MB extension data blocks, which obviously makes the speed slower. In addition, the transferring speed in average is about 10.5MB/s, which is also slower than writing data with big files. There are two main reasons. One reason is the data are stored as small files first, and then they are transferred to big files, which costs time. The other reason is it also takes time for reading header of disk to move frequently from the sectors of small files to the sectors of big files in the transferring process. Based on the results and analyses above, it can be concluded that transferring small files to big file will cost time and throughput of disks, and thus it should done when file system are not busy.
Experiments for Load Balance Method of Metadata Server
There were 5 machines with one core CPU and 1GB memory space in the experiments of load balancing, in which one machine acts as a client, three machines act as metadata servers, and one machine acts as loads balancing server. The experiment mainly records the changes of load when the client machine reads data from or writes data to the catalogues in the metadata servers before and after using loads balancing algorithms to verify the effectiveness. In this experiment, the client machine generates randomly 12 strings with length 15 to indicate the catalogue path in the first 5-10 seconds. Then, the client machine performs some random file operations, such as adding or deleting files from these 12 catalogues every 5 seconds. The number of operations increases over time. After 60 seconds, the client machine deleted these 12 catalogues. The changing results of loads in the metadata servers are shown in Tab.2.
In Tab.2, 'MDS' represents metadata server. From the table it can be seen, in the first 5-10 seconds, the loads of the three metadata servers come from generating 12 catalogues, and the loads of MDS3 are more than those of MDS1 and MDS2, because the root catalogue is on MDS3. The unbalance rate is 0.392157. In the 15th seconds, different number of adding and deleting file operations are performed on the three MDS servers, leading to large differences of loads on these servers. After the 15th seconds, the loads balancing algorithms are used to make loads be distributed evenly among three MDS servers, which makes the unbalance rate reduce to zero till the 60th seconds. Finally, the 12 catalogues were deleted during the last 10 seconds, resulting the unbalanced load again. The results show the effectiveness of load balancing algorithm proposed in the paper. 
Summary
The data generated from crowd-sensing process generates diverse and large amounts of data, which form many files with different sizes. This paper designed a hybrid storage method for a large number of sensing data files with different sizes. In this method, all kinds of sensing data are categorized into two types of files as big file and small file according to their sizes. They are stored using different schemes in the system, with automatically transferring methods when small files become big files after adding data, and loads balancing of metadata servers is also well implemented by an algorithm to make metadata servers more efficient. To further improving of the method, future works will include making hybrid storage schemes for big files and small files more flexible and self-adaptive for any size of files generated by new types of sensors, and deducing the impact of migrating metadata between different metadata servers caused by load balancing jobs to improve the usage of other functions of file system.
